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Domestic violence and abuse are used for one purpose only: to 
gain and maintain total control over you.  Abusers use  
*  Fear,  
*  Guilt, 
*   Shame, and intimidation to wear you down and keep you 

under their thumb.  
*  Your abuser may hurt you, Kill you or hurt those around you. 

 
*    

*  Below are safety tips for victims of domestic violence;	

DOMESTIC	VIOLENCE	



*  Domestic violence and abuse do not discriminate. Abuse happens 
among married couples, courting couples, consensual unions or co 
habitation partnerships. It occurs within all age ranges, ethnic 
backgrounds, and economic levels. Women are more commonly 
victimized, but men are also abused—especially verbally and 
emotionally 

*  The bottom line is that abusive behavior is never acceptable, 
whether it’s coming from a man, a woman, a teenager, or an older 
adult. You deserve to feel valued, respected, and safe. 

*  Some safety tips are listed below.	
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A safety plan is a plan that prepares you to escape from an abusive 
environment. You must know where to go to if you must escape from 
the home during an attack and what you and your children will need if 
you are forced to leave 

*  Find a secure place to keep essentials- Make sure to have a secure 
space to keep essential items such as money in a relative’s home, a 
friend’s home or at your job. In case you need to move quickly. This 
will allow you to have a safe place to recover essentials.  

*  Keep your phone fully charged at all times -You never know 
when a situation will break out, so it is crucial to have it on hand, 
especially if you know you might be alone with your abuser/
perpetrator.  

CREATE  A SAFETY PLAN.	



*  DON’T Alert your abuser if you plan to leave. 

*  Violence sometimes gets worse right after leaving, so 
ensure that the refuge you are seeking is a safe place to 
go. This is why a safety plan is essential. 

 
*  A survivor should approach a friend or neighbor with a 

plan to escape her abuser , let the person agree to do so 
and be on standby to help you and reinforce her firmness 
when the time comes to put the plan into action. 

SAFETY	PLAN	II	



*   Provide information about your abuser -Give your 
friend, neighbor or relative a picture and description of 
your abuser (eg. Husband, neighbor, family member etc) 
*  Get Emotional help-Talk to a family member, friend, 

co-worker, or spiritual leader. Look into ways to get 
emotional help, like a support group (paralegals) or  
health professional. 

 
	

SAFETY PLAN 111	



*  Set up escape routes for children -If you have small 
children, tell them that their safety is the most important 
thing. Set up escape routes for them and designate a safe zone 
to meet at, such as a secured, locked room or a neighbor's 
home.  
*  Teach them how to call for help-Teach children how to call 

your friend or neighbor for help. 
*  Share information with School teachers-Provide the child’s 

teacher and principal with a picture of your abusive partner 
and ensure your child or children are only released to you. 

SAFETY	OF	CHILDREN	



*  Capture wounds and bruises-Take pictures of any 
bruises or injuries with objects and take a full picture to 
enable the police or investigator recognize you.  
*  Store all Communications-Save all threatening 

communications like text message, letters, emails, and 
social media messages or posts.  
*  Write down incidents of violence-Do your best to write 

down each incident in a note book where you give a 
detailed account of what happened, at what time and 
what date. If you can’t write record it with you phone 

DOCUMENT	THE	ABUSE	



*  	Recognize the abuse, let the survivor know they are not 
to blame 
*  Let the wife  know that no deserves to be abused by her 

husband.   
*  Let the survivor  know that they must protect them 

selves and their Children from the violence. 
*  They can also apply for protection or occupation orders 

from the court.	

POINT	TO	NOTE	for	PARALEGAL	



*  Be a back up( know you will be willing to witness and intervene on 
their behalf 

*  Make a Call 
*  Listen to empower- if a survivor approaches you listen, believe in 

her and not judge. let her feel safe then she will gather courage. 
*  Have an intervention plan 
*  Provide some relief 
*  Check in regularly 
*  Be a resource 
*  Document any incidence you witness, take note of dates, time, 

injuries and other observation. 

POINT	TO	NOTE	for	PARALEGAL	



*  Domestic violence not justified by consent 
*  A single act may amount to domestic violence 
*  Report to DOVVSU 
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